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th,' ~L:Ilcr:ll c,lSL' cm ,ll::;o be· dL'\'C!OpL:cl. 
:\lthou~·h tile criterio11 oi hazard used in this study 

41:1s liec!l the lc:i,:;t (k111011srr:1bk: cla111,1ge, other factors 
should liL' co11sidLTCd i11 the o\·cr-all vicwpoi11t. The 
minirn:11 rc,.;ticubr cla1i1:ig·L; is :llmost certainly corn
plct(•ly l"L'YL'rsibk. En:11 L'Ollsickr:ilily more severe testic
ul:lr i11sult \\·ill prub:ihlr be reversible, with the only 
ti11ding bci11g a re111porary :;terilit:::,• .. -\n even greater. 
injury c:m rcsulr in per111a11e11t sterility, which result 
\\·ot!ld e\·okc ,·:nyi ug rcactio11. 

111 the cise ,0f the eye, a Slllall, asymptomatic lens 
op:,cit~' \\'Otild be oi inore concern than transient testic
ular darnage. _-\ disabli11g·c.ataract would require only a 
rnodc1::1tck grcait'r exposure, and would be considered 
a serious event. 

From the \\·hole body standpoint, rni11i111uI11 damage 
from gencr:1lizcd hyperthermia is difficult to evaluc e. 
H O\\'C\·er' the large exposure resulting in death pre
sen ts the ultimat:e effect. 

Experiment:11 animals were expos 0 to 10-cm micro
wave fields. From simultaneous t' 1perature recordings 
of the animal, an evaluation as made of the heating 
effects. Cooling data enable the formulation of curves 
of the time and field i1 ,ensity required to achieve a 
given temperature. the three main sensitive struc
rures, the \\·hole ,ay, the eye and the testis, the last 
\\·as found to be an order of magnitude more sensitive 

th:rn thl.'. other t:~o. · :, , --- · - . : !i<.; thFee·;s·'·~f,c
tures, !1cating n:fe:is essentially proportional tc · 1ei'a1in
tensit\', and in the case of the eye and the t ·. tis, cooling 
rate \\'as essentially proportional to the mperature ele
vation of the part. The whole bocfy c llin~ rate is a com
plex iunc.tion only partly clepenc r.nt on the temperature 
elevation. Threshold da.rna · . tern pcra ture;; were taken 
irom the literature and · 1 the case of the testis, also 
from a histological e cduation which was part of this 
study. The heati ;, cooling and threshold temperature 
data were put·. to a somewhat general form, which may 
be useful i1 ·he estimation of hazards to hu11'1ans. 

The r 1itations of this study, such as those imposed 
by n rnbers of animals, restricted parameters and extra
p ation from lower animals to humans, should be 
emphasized. Also, it should be stressed that this study 
attempts to p1:ovide but one link in the ,body of informa
tion which would be necessary to evaluate a hazard, 

. and, therefore, of itself does not implicate or absolve any 
particular situation. 
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APPENDIX 

J. Z. HEARON 

Consider a body of heat capacity C (cal/degree) 
,\·hich is being heated by an internal source S (cal/sec) 
and is cooling according to the law 

.cal lost/sec = Aa(T - To) 

where A (cal/sec cm~ degree) is the loss per unit time per 
unit area for a unit temperature differential and a is the 
surface area of the body. Then 

(cal gained in dt) = CdT = Sdt - Aa(T - To)dt 

\\'here dT is the temperature change in d.t. Or, T(t.) 1s 
governed by 

dT S 
.- = -- -:- k(T - To) 
ldt . C (1) 

where k(sec1
) =Aa/C. In the above it is assumed that 

Sand Tare spatially uniform and that T 0 is the external 
or· environmental temperature. If spatial uniformity 
does not obtain, it can be shown that (1) still applies ii I 
and Sare replaced by their spatial or volume means and 
k has a different physical connotation (i.e., k ¥\a/ C) 
but still represents a formal "cooling constant" in terms 
of the (spatial) average or mean ternperature.u 

In the situation at hand, T and Sare not uniform but 
we wish to show that T(t), measured at a fixed point in 
the body (e.g., point of maximum temperature) does in 

' N. Rashcvsk.y, "l\fathen1atical Biophysics," (jniversicy of Chi-
c:1g-o Press, 111.; 19-!8. · 

2 
]. Z. lleMon, 13111/. . .\Iath.13ioJ>hys., vol.15, p. 23-3.l; :\I:irch, 1953. 
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fact obey :rn equation of type (t) wherein a si)ecific 

:::ssumption i::; rn:Hk rl·l:ll"ing S/C ro a known e:-.:tcrnal 

cnc:\;·y field, and Tn i::; t:1kcn to be the "normal initial 

tcrnpcrJturc'' (i.e., the te1npcr:1ture in the absence of 

the c:-.:l L'rn:d l!l'lci). 
ln p:1rtiL:uL1r, :1s,:;urnc 

S/C = 1{'1 (2) 

where I is the field intensity and](' is of the nature of a 

''pi\'l.;:-up"' or "dissipation" coefficient, ;;ind independent 

oi T and of the explicit time t. Then (1) is· 

JT 
-=K'I-k(T-To). 

dt. . 
(3) 

Denote the ste:1dy-sLlte temperature by T, and define 

the temperature rise at any t by 

2,.T(t) = T(t) - To 

and in the steady state .. 

.6T, = Ts - To, 

· Then (3) can be written 

d.6T 
- = k(KI - .6T) 

dt . 

where K =K'/k. 
The general integral of (6) is 

6T(t) = KI(l - e-kt) + b.T(0)e-1:1• 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

It is clear from (7), and otherwise obvious from (6) ,vith 

dtJ.T/df-=0, that 

ilT(O) of zero [i.e., T(0) = T 0, see (4)] it f<Jllows from 

(0) that at time T = 1/k the temperature rise ,tcl1ieves 

the fraction 1-1/c,.....,0.67 of its final value:1 It is con

venient to deal with this characteristic time T. \Ve con

sider now only situations in which .6.1"(0) = 0. Then 

(9) is 

::; T(t) •.. . .6 T(t) 
1 - e-1/r = --- . 

Kl 
(11) 

Consider a system being heated under field intensity 

I, its temperature rise being given by (11). Then for any 

t, and corresponding 0.T(t), there exists an intensity 

I' -5:. I which will produce a steady-state temperature 

rise equal to the observed temperature rise .6.T(t) at that. 

time. It is clear from ( 7) that the inequality I' -5:. I is not 

valid unless !::,.T(0)-:S:,KI. But the agreement to consider 

.6.T(0) =0 entitles us to speak of the reduced intensity I' 

such that if the system is heated till tin1e t under inten

sity I and at that time the intensity is instantaneously 

. reduced to I', the temperature rise t>.T(t) obtained at 

that time will be maintained constantly and indefinitely. 

Plainly I' is a function oft and J but we do not display 

that fact in the notation. According to the argument 

leading to (8), I' is given by 

KI' = .6T(t) 

and (12) into (11) yields 

I' 

I 

(12) 

(13) 

!::,.T, = KI. (8) or 

Thus (7) may be written as 

!:i.T(t) = .6Ts(l - e-kt) + 6T(0)e-k 1, (9) 

The assumptions embodied in (2) can be checked 

through (8) which predicts the steady-state rise in tem

perature to be proportional to I. In particular the slope 

oi the line (8) estimates K. The result (8) depends, oi 

course, upon the assumed form k(T-To) for the cooling 

law, but this can be validated separately and independ

ently of assumption (2), as follows. If the body is 

heated, heating is stopped (i.e., I made zero), and time 

is reckoned from the instant of cessation· of heating, 

then from that instant on, !::,.T(t) obeys [from (7) with 

]=;=0) 

!:i.T(t) = b.T(0)e-u (10) 

and under these conditions a semi-log plot of the tem

perature rise should be linear. The slope of this line esti

rnates3 -k. It is seen from (10) that beginning with any 

arbitrary initial tern perature rise 6. T(0), the time re

quired for the temperature rise to fall to 1/c of this 

initial value is T = 1/k. Or, beginning with an initial rise 

3 J\br,, k c.1n lie esl i,ll:i tccl in a sligh Uy dii'fen.:11t fc1shio11, sec (He) 
and tompar(.; text. 

ln ( 1 - ~') = - t/T. (14) 

According to (11), if we prescribe a temperature rise, 

say t>.T(t) =A 5:,KI, then given A, there is, for each time 

t, an intensity I such that the temperature rise is pre

cisely A at time t. These times and intensities are re

lated by 

A = KI(l - e~tf,) (15) 

for small t, 'i.e., t«T, 

K 
A = -'- It = K' I· t. (16) 

T 

Thus over the range of sufficiently small t (and large I) 

the hyperbolic relation 16 holds. The slope oi the initial 

linear portion of the log I vs log t plot is -1, the ordi

nate intercepts log (A/K'). 

4 Stated otherwise, at time T=l/k the fractional c!i,;placcrnent of 
·the temperature rise from its steady-state value is 1/c, -i.e., 

c-,.T, - 6T(t) , 
----=l;e. 

:,T, 
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Tl1e 11\_rbitrary Electron1otive Double L-: the 
Eccentric "Heart" of the N 011ho 

Circular La1nin 

ROBERT H. BAYLEY A~D . M. BERRY 

Summary-The potential is described everywhere for a non
homogeneous circular lamina which sirnulates a transverse sectio 
th~ough the chest at the ventricular level. The field is generate oy 
an arbitrary electromotive double layer in the wall of the ec ntric 
"heart." The field may be made dipolar (or nondipolar) wit r with
out axial symmetry. Specific resistivities may be assigne to "heart
cavity blood," to .. heart wall," to "p.ericardial fluid," to" ung region," 
to "torso-she!!" or ''chest wall" and to the mediu exterior to the 
"body." The size of various regions is arbitrary a 1s the eccentricity 
of "heart center." A particular case with axial s 1etry is computed 
and the results are compared with appropri e model experimenta
tion. The way is hereby opened to three-d· iensional treatment. 
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INTRODUCTfO'.\' 

THE ELECTRIC FIELD of the current dipole in 
a nonhomogeneous conductor (circular lamina 
and sphere) has been described [1], [2]. Here, 

media which differed significantly in their specific resis
tivity had interfaces concentric on the center O oi the 
conductor. It was required that each interface subtend 
an equivalent s·ingle layer with the property of con
tinuity for the· potential and normal currents at each 
interface. In addition, it is required that a fictitious, 
concentric, circular boundary pass through the source-· 
sink distribution and that all regions on this boundary 
exclusive of the source-sink distribution have a con
tinuity of normal currents for radial dipole components 
and a continuity of the potential for tangential dipole 
components. 

It is the purpose of this investigation to describe a 
more realistic nonhomogeneous model in which the 


